events but by major social or geo-political transformations. Renault's abrupt withdrawal from Vilwoorde in 1997, with scant regard for legal requirements or industry codes of conduct, soon came to symbolize the process of deindustrialization in Europe and the socially irresponsible excesses of neo-capitalism. 3 This sense that an old economic and social order has been lost also registered in the discussion that followed the premie`re of Staande! Debout! at the Glasgow Film Festival in February 2013, where the film-makers explained that they saw their protagonist as the personification of a language of struggle which no longer appears to have any purchase on the contemporary world. The ailing Fe´lix's predicament might be seen as an extreme kind of nostalgia, particularly if we recover the older sense of that term as a sickness: algia after all implies pain and in the seventeenth century nostalgia was considered a medical problem. 4 On the face of it, both Fe´lix and the German visitor to Kaliningrad suffer the physical consequences of attempting to enact an impossible return or homecoming. Yet what Fe´lix revisits is not so much an idealized past as an unresolved one. The factory to which he returns is a site of struggle rather than an idyll of working life.
As the industrial sector has shrunk in Europe and North America since the 1970s, nostalgia for the social world of postwar industrial capitalism has expressed itself in a number of ways, from the development of industrial heritage sites to the phenomenon of the deindustrialization coffee-table book. 5 Historians too have been accused of indulging in the temptation of nostalgia: reviewing a scholarly literature on deindustrialization that first developed in the USA, Jefferson Cowie and Joseph Heathcott have argued that 'smokestack nostalgia' infused much of the work in this field prior to their 2003 edited volume, Beyond the Ruins. This approach tended to romanticize industrial work, they argue, giving it a 'broad-shouldered social-realist patina' rather than seeing it for what it was: 'tough work that people did because it paid well and it was located in their communities '. 6 This article reconsiders the politics of nostalgia for industry, focusing on the situation in contemporary France and on the issues raised by some of the most high-profile factory closures of recent years, in this case the demise of the Moulinex domestic appliance company. The firm whose electric mixers and liquidizers had graced homes across Europe since the 1950s was declared bankrupt in 2001 after years of speculation about its future. Four factories closed and over 3,000 people lost their jobs in Lower Normandy, where much of Moulinex's manufacturing capacity had been concentrated. 7 The oldest factory, in the town of Alenc¸on, had existed since 1937, but most of Moulinex's industrial empire had developed between the late 1950s and the late 1970s, as the company, led by its founder Jean Mantelet, brought affordable electrical appliances to a mass market for the first time. In this sense, Moulinex epitomized the Fordist mode of production which was typical of this period, using standardized components and assembly lines to drive down production costs and create new markets at a time of rising incomes. The brand had thus been seen as an embodiment of the optimism and prosperity of what are known in France as les trente glorieuses (the thirty 'glorious' years of growth that followed World War Two); but at the turn of the twenty-first century it became a very different kind of symbol, a byword for the end of the postwar order, for economic crisis and the decline of French manufacturing.
An important feature of Moulinex factories was their stark sexual division of labour, which meant that production-line work was done by women ( Fig. 1) . As the aftermath of the factory closures has continued to receive periodic media attention since 2001, this group of workers have become emblematic of the Moulinex case. 8 To this extent, the closure of Moulinex has brought into view an as yet under-explored aspect of the history of deindustrialization -not the loss of male-dominated heavy industry but that of more recent, highly feminized areas of industrial activity. Many of the Moulinex women had been hired in the period of industrial expansion in the late sixties or the first half of the seventies, when opportunities for those without qualifications were relatively plentiful in the rapidly industrializing rural region of Lower Normandy. In 2001 these women found themselves in a very different economic landscape and their story has continued to occupy public attention in part because their predicament speaks to that of a whole section of the French working class which now appears to have no place in the contemporary labour market. Even before Moulinex went bust, a restructuring plan which closed two factories in 1996 was reported in the national press in terms that portrayed the company's workers as nostalgic for the paternalism of its heyday, when Moulinex was still owned and run by its founder. 9 As we will see, the politicians and professionals responsible for dealing with the aftermath of the company's collapse went on to echo this view, seeing the ex-workers as representatives of an old economic order and framing their perceived attachment to that order as a problem. One aim of this article is to highlight the implications of such representations. What does it mean to claim that a group of people are -by their very association with a particular form of industrial capitalism -living in the past? I will suggest that, in the Moulinex case at least, the dismissal of (ex-) industrial workers as nostalgic served to disqualify their speech, by consigning them to the past. I will begin, however, by exploring the phenomenon of nostalgia for working life in oralhistory interviews conducted with women who worked at Moulinex. If these women are indeed nostalgic, what is it that they are nostalgic for? LOOKING BACK The oral evidence I discuss here comes partly from interviews I conducted in and around Caen in 2010, but this is supplemented and contextualized by material from a collection of interviews with ex-Moulinex employees held at the Municipal Archives in Alenc¸on. While the total corpus contains interviews with men and women who occupied a wide range of positions in the company over many years, some of whom had retired before Moulinex went bust, my concern here will be primarily with women workers who lost their jobs in 2001. 10 Not surprisingly, the emotional orientation of these narratives varies somewhat and women's accounts of working life often combine nostalgic elements with more critical or negative recollections. Indeed, while the term nostalgia is commonly used to designate an oversimplified view of the past, theorists of the phenomenon have recognized that yearning for another time is not a one-dimensional emotion: both Fred Davis and Svetlana Boym distinguish 'simple' or 'restorative' nostalgia from more 'reflective' positions.
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The spectrum of nostalgic feeling that can be found in the narratives of ex-Moulinex workers certainly bears out this more nuanced assessment. Of all the people I interviewed, the least nostalgic was Josette Gosselin, who had started at the Caen factory as a teenager in 1969. 'Thirty-three tedious bloody years, I spent at Moulinex', she told me, 'I used to cry... thirty-three years, I . . . I shed tears. It was hard, I didn't like it. It was horrible.' 12 At the other extreme, Mireille Jouvin, who had worked at Moulinex since 1968, summed up her feelings with the simple phrase: 'I loved my factory' -her use of the possessive expressing a sense of belonging, even a sense of (lost) ownership. 13 Nonetheless, what the accounts of women who worked on the shop-floor at Moulinex tend to have in common, whatever the balance of positive and negative memories, is an unromanticized view of work itself, which is most clearly expressed in evocations of the production line. Marion Gue´rin who started at Moulinex in Alenc¸on in 1973 spoke of how her head used to spin because of the constant motion of the line; even Mireille Jouvin conceded: 'It's not easy (c'est pas rien), you know, when you go a full day, weeks and everything, always the same thing. On top of that it's not very interesting'. 14 At the same time, a certain nostalgia for the production line does emerge in these sources. Interestingly, in her research in an automobile plant in Kenosha, Ohio, Kathryn Dudley found that assembly-line workers spoke about the line with a certain pride, countering the popular representation of the worker as robot or 'line rat' with a self-representation that emphasized the ability to perform or keep up with the pace when others might have wilted. 15 Although Dudley does not analyse this narrative in gender terms, the workplace she studied employed a high proportion of men and the discourse which valorized toughness and performance in work was surely also the articulation of an ideal of masculinity. When Moulinex assembly workers recall what they miss about their old workplace, they draw less on the language of achievement than on memories of the line as a space of feminine working-class sociability and solidarity.
The most recurrent way in which this social world of the factory is evoked in the interviews is in reminiscences about the 'bonne ambience' or good atmosphere which reigned at Moulinex. Asked about working on the line, for example, Josseline Berthaume smiled: 'sometimes you had the impression, even...even when you went home... you had the impression that you could still see the conveyor belt turning [laughs] but it was a really good period. Because there was an atmosphere that was lost afterwards'. 16 Madame Berthaume, who had spent thirty-two years at Moulinex, elaborated with both pleasure and pride on this 'good atmosphere', which, for her, was defined by the kindness and friendship of her immediate colleagues:
Because people got on so well. Because I arrived in February and . . . I had my birthday in September when I was seventeen and my pals who worked with me gave me a present, and well, that really stayed with me . . . .It was a leather manicure pouch . . . but that . . . it really stayed with me . . . And then the following year for my eighteenth they gave me a bedside lamp . . . and I can't remember, there was something else with it, but that really stayed with me and when I moved to a different part of the factory, well it was the same, I had a whole bunch of pals, and every time, we celebrated our birthdays together and gave presents. 17 Other women tell similar stories -sometimes featuring the baking or consumption of cakes or croissants in the work space. 18 These stories, which are specific to the women of the shop floor, should be understood in the context of the very strict regulation of time and space in the Fordist factory, where (in accordance with Taylorist principles) the production of appliances was broken down into a series of simple repetitive assembly tasks. The pace of the line determined the rhythm of work, ensuring that production targets were met and offering little room for worker autonomy. Breaks were limited to ten minutes, or half an hour for lunch in the canteen, and lateness was penalized by the docking of wages. To share a moment of conviviality in the workplace was thus to reclaim a degree of autonomy and to humanize an environment which otherwise allowed very little interaction. As Fanny Gallot has noted, such practices draw on conventionally feminine familial roles to enact a form of gender and class solidarity that subverts the paternalist discourse of factory as family. 19 But my point here is less about the way in which the interviews illuminate life in the factory in the 1970s, and more about the significance accorded to these practices in the act of remembering in 2010-11. The retelling of stories like Madame Berthaume's, a decade after the factory closures, affirms an ongoing desire to keep faith with an ethos which she believes has been 'lost'.
The lost atmosphere of working life is often described by Moulinex workers in terms that cast the factory as a family. In the paternalist vision of social relations, this metaphor serves to naturalize class and gender hierarchies and to delegitimize conflict. This was certainly the model espoused at Moulinex under Jean Mantelet, who cast himself as a father-figure to 'his' workers, addressing them as 'tu' (the informal pronoun one would use with a child) or 'mon petit' (my little one). 20 Yet, as the festive practices of women on the line suggest, the workplace family could also take other forms. This became particularly clear in my interview with Jocelyne Rouvrais who had lost both her mother and her husband within a few months in 1973, when she was only in her mid twenties. This left Madame Rouvrais alone with three young children and financial worries due to inherited debts. She recalled:
. . . it's hard when you're young and you start out like that. But well, at least I had the factory which really helped me. I had to get on with my job. And there you meet people, it's . . . well . . . because we had some nice people, people who had lived, because there were grannies, at least, I wouldn't call them grannies now, but [women who were] older than us and who helped us in our life. 21 At this point in the interview, perhaps because the idea of the workplace as family had a paternalist ring to my ear or because I was aware of recent sociological work that had examined 'attachment to the firm' among Moulinex workers, I asked Madame Rouvrais to elaborate on how 'the firm' ('l'entreprise' -not the word she had used) had supported her. 22 She replied: 'Well, not the firm itself, no' and explained what she meant by 'the factory' (l'usine -the same word that Mireille Jouvin used to identify the place she loved): 'It's the heart, the world of the working class [le monde ouvrier], the workers, not the bosses.' 23 Clearly this idea of the factory as family was not simply an echo of the company's paternalist past or a harking back to the class and gender hierarchies on which such a model relied. Indeed, Madame Rouvrais told me quite explicitly that she believed the ethos of mutual aid was stronger in working-class communities than among the 'rich'. What she valued, looking back on working life at Moulinex, was the access her job gave her to a cross-generational support network of working-class women. If she used the language of family (grannies), rather than conceptualizing her world in the more fashionable twentyfirst-century language of networks, it was less an internalization of company discourse than a reflection of the extent to which this workplace network stood in for family members who had been lost. This is not to say that the language of paternalism is absent from the interviews. One of the principal ways in which Moulinex workers evoke a better past that has been lost is in their fond memories of the company's founder. Many still refer to their former boss as 'le pe`re Mantelet' or 'papy Mantelet' -'father' or 'grandpa' Mantelet. In some cases, interviewees refer more respectfully to Monsieur Mantelet, but the subsequent managing directors -who command neither respect nor affection -are typically referred to only by their surnames. Josseline Berthaume told me that 'all the time grandpa Mantelet was there, it was great'; unlike 'Blayau' (Managing-Director 1996-2000), she insisted, Jean Mantelet 'would never have made anyone redundant' (though in fact there had been job losses in 1980s prior to his departure). 24 For Brigitte Pauchin, Mantelet was 'a real boss' who would now be 'turning in his grave'. 25 This reverence for Jean Mantelet may seem surprising, especially given that both of these women were active trade-union members who had served as union reps. 26 While Madame Berthaume's engagement dated from the year Mantelet stepped down, Madame Pauchin had participated in the major strikes which had shaken Moulinex in 1974 and 1978, and described herself as someone who has always been a rebel. This is a clue that the idealization of 'the real boss' may rest less on an ongoing acceptance of paternalist authority than on a critique of the 'other bosses' who came after Jean Mantelet.
When Mantelet stepped down in 1987, the controlling interest in Moulinex passed to a triumvirate of company executives, headed by Roland Darnaud. However, after several years of in-fighting and financial problems, this structure was disbanded and as ownership of the company passed to banks and investors in the 1990s, a succession of new faces were brought in: Jules Coulon, Pierre Blayau, and finally Patrick Puy. The company that had had one Managing Director since the 1930s now saw four in the space of ten years. This was also a period of economic uncertainty and redundancy plans, notably under Pierre Blayau who initiated the closure of the Mamers and Argentan sites in 1996. Hence, part of what Jean Mantelet came to symbolize in retrospect was relative stability and security of employment.
It may seem simplistic to dramatize the contrast between periods of security and insecurity, as Madame Berthaume does, with a story of heroes and villains. But this is also a story about the changing culture of capitalism. As a self-made man, an inventor who had prided himself on the construction of an industrial empire and liked to cast himself as the protector of 'his' workforce, Jean Mantelet embodied a form of industrial capitalism that was rapidly giving way to a regime of capitalist accumulation more dominated by trading on the financial markets. Pierre Blayau, on the other hand, was a member of France's highly qualified administrative elite who followed what is now a common trajectory from a senior position in the civil service to a role as an industrial executive, and was appointed at Moulinex at the behest of its major shareholder, Jean-Charles Naouri. As Chief of Staff at the Ministry of the Economy and Finance (1984-7) Naouri had been one of the architects of the liberalization of France's financial markets, before leaving public service to join Rothschild Bank and to found the private-equity company which subsequently bought into the struggling Moulinex group. 27 Stories in which ex-workers distinguish an idealized 'good' boss from subsequent 'bad' bosses can be seen as a way of apprehending the structural and ideological changes that are crystallized in these different forms of ownership and management. Thus, when I asked Jocelyne Rouvrais whether she felt there was an evolution or deterioration after Mantelet's departure, she said: 'A deterioration as regards work, I think. Erm . . . after Monsieur Mantelet's death, I think it was more the power of money, more the erm commercial interest which led to the loss of the factory'. 28 In fact, Mantelet's departure from the company preceded his death by four years but the conflation of the two in these remarks signals the extent to which he stands here for the end of a social and economic era.
It is significant also that Madame Rouvrais links the transition from the values of industry to the values of money with a deterioration of 'as regards work'. It would be naı¨ve of course to suggest that industrial capitalists like Jean Mantelet were not interested in money or reliant on banks, but as Moulinex became more exposed to global competition and pressure for profits on the financial markets, the effects were clearly felt in the Normandy factories. Thus, reports of the deteriorating atmosphere on the shop floor tend to be associated with narratives about the intensification of work in the late 1980s and 1990s. This is apparent in Josette Gosselin's predominantly negative account of working life which contrasted the earlier years at Moulinex with the later years, the difficulties of the latter period apparently determining the overall colour of her narrative. Asked about the changing organization of work and about whether her last years were perceptibly different from the earlier years, she responded in an emphatic way that suggested my question had touched on something fundamental:
Yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes. I remember. Maybe those were the good old days then. When people could step up the pace. We helped each other out. A girl who was faster would help one of the other girls. We helped each other out. Yes, we were good pals and there were times we finished an hour ahead, but that was in the good years. Up until, I'd say, the, oh about '85, '86, let's say. 29 These remarks refer to the way in which the assembly of certain products was organized in the Caen factory from around 1975. Unlike the classic production-line method, where each worker was responsible for a single step in the assembly process, the 'global method' allowed one woman to assemble an entire appliance from start to finish, setting her own pace. This system, which was seen to offer workers greater autonomy and variety, was introduced in an attempt to repel the surge of criticisms of production-line work that came in the wake of May 1968. Much to the annoyance of the Caen management, who urged staff to work at a steady pace, the global method allowed those who worked at top speed at the start of their shift to ease off or take extra breaks later in the day. According to Madame Gosselin it also meant that colleagues had time to help each other out, but this margin of autonomy was subsequently lost as production targets constantly increased. 30 The negative impact of new forms of organization and management is corroborated by an account from Alenc¸on, where the factory nurse recalls hearing recurrent complaints from those who worked on the shop floor, especially after campaigns exhorting workers to implicate themselves more actively in quality monitoring were launched in the late 1980s and early 1990s:
. . . at the end, people were saying, we work fewer hours and we're much more tired. And we don't get on anymore on the shop floor. We don't get on. We keep having a go at each other. Because, well, the management was different. It used to be more about the work, the team -it used to be the team that succeeded, it was different. . . . Certainly that was the way we experienced it. . . . So the atmosphere, yes, there were people who found it fine, and others who coped less well. . . . and well, that's how it is . . . constraints on the management to be able to produce more, constraints on the staff to be ever more effective and efficient -that was the fashionable word. So there was a process of intensification . . . putting people a little bit in competition with each other . . . with forms of management based on comparisons, indicators like the introduction of quality measurements etc . . .
As the company's fortunes dwindled and pressure on management to improve productivity increased, she suggests, relations became strained, not just because of pressure to produce faster, but because a new emphasis on quality targets and measurements set one person or team against another.
This was also true of another organizational innovation applied in the Bayeux Moulinex factory, where Jossette Gosselin spent her last three years with the company. By the 1990s production lines, which existed to generate high quantities of goods at low prices and tended to lead to the accumulation of large amounts of stock, had come to be seen as overly rigid. Specialists in industrial organization now looked to Japan for inspiration and favoured 'just in time' production, which meant reducing the amount of stock held and producing goods rapidly to order. Flexibility became a keyword in the managerial lexicon. It was in this context that Moulinex's Bayeux factory became the showcase within the group for a system which clustered workers into small autonomous teams of around four people. On these work stations -or 'islands' as they were known -each member of the team had to complete her part of the assembly process before passing on the partially assembled appliance to her colleague. In theory, each woman worked at her own pace, as there was no line to regulate her speed, but in practice this meant that the pace of the fastest worker put pressure on the others to keep up. 32 Like the global assembly method of the mid 1970s, this form of organization might seem to offer greater autonomy and responsibility to workers, in comparison with the traditional production line. But by harnessing the dynamic of the group as a way to regulate production, it also overcame the perceived problem of the more autonomous worker's reluctance to work at what management considered the correct pace. Hence, Madame's Gosselin's sense that the days of mutual aid among those who worked at different speeds were gone. Liberation from the line led, in practice, to an intensification of the psychological pressure to maintain a certain speed. There was no longer time to sip a coffee as you worked, Madame Gosselin complained, and despite rhetoric about autonomy, 'you couldn't leave your spot at all even to go for a pee. You had to put your hand up'. 33 Mme Gosselin was in her forties and had been assembling appliances for about thirty years by the time she worked in Bayeux. Those who had been hired as teenagers or young women in the late 1960s and 1970s were, by the 1990s, experiencing both the natural effects of ageing and the cumulative effects of long-term repetitive work, shift-working, speed-ups and new forms of mutual surveillance. Reports of musculoskeletal disorders, such as carpaltunnel syndrome, rose steeply in this period. 34 It is little wonder then that, looking back on their younger selves and their earlier working lives, these women tend to construct the period up to the 1980s as a better time. While they remember the collapse of Moulinex in 2001 as an event that came as a shock, it is also viewed as the culmination of a process that began in the 1980s, a process which, before finally depriving workers of their livelihoods, eroded the spaces of autonomy, sociability and solidarity that these women had managed to carve out in the Fordist factory.
CLOSING TIME One could certainly characterize the narratives discussed above as a form of nostalgia for Fordism. These stories do not offer a simple idealization of the old social and economic order: the factory remains an object of ambivalence, even if some speak of loving or hating it. But there is a strong sense that the factory floor is identified as a site of social integration -a space of class and gender solidarity. Since the process of narrating working life is inevitably selective, this may well be a simplified account of workplace relations. Indeed, one might legitimately contend, following the French social theorist Andre´Gorz, that industrial society never offered more than a very imperfect form of social integration and that to believe that it did is to perpetuate industrialism's own myths. 35 Similarly the construction of the period before the 1980s as one of security and stability needs to be understood in relative terms. Yet the tendency to revisit those practices which specifically asserted autonomy, humanity and solidarity also directs us to the critical potential in these women's reminiscences. 36 To tell these stories is to challenge the view that deindustrialization and the neo-liberal economy represent progress and, to this extent at least, the nostalgia of Moulinex workers could be seen as a way of taking issue with a certain conception of the movement of history. Indeed, to understand fully what is at stake in this critical nostalgia for a lost industrial order, it is important to grasp the extent to which dominant representations of Moulinex workers as passive victims and relics of another age, tended to silence and disqualify workers' voices. By the early twenty-first century, stories of industrial job losses, factory closures, downsizing and off-shoring had taken on an air of inevitability in the French media. This was all the more true in the Moulinex case, since the company's difficulties had received regular press and television coverage over several years by the time the receivers were called in. The brand's identification with the boom years from the 1950s to 1970s -revisited with retro footage in the coverage of the closures -underlined the sense that the passing of Moulinex signified the passing of the postwar industrial order. 37 But such perceptions were not limited to the media coverage. Ex-Moulinex workers, especially women, quickly discovered that they were viewed by employers, and to some extent by employment advisers, as ill-fitted for the twenty-first-century world of work. This perception was doubtless partly about attitudes to age: the average age of those who lost their jobs at Moulinex was forty-nine. 38 This view was reinforced, however, by another sort of stigmatization which constructed Moulinex workers as products of another time. One employment adviser told the French news magazine L'Express in 2002 that 'the image of the Moulinex workers is disastrous . . . It takes months to convince an employer that they're competent, autonomous and that they're not savages'. 39 The reference to lack of autonomy, a problem particularly associated with production-line work, is a clue to the fact that this perception of ex-Moulinex workers applied particularly to the group who had become most emblematic of 'les Moulinex': the women who had worked in production jobs. Many of the women who had been hired for these roles during the years of industrial expansion at Moulinex had left school without qualifications -in some cases with no more than a primary education. 40 This was not unusual in the rural areas in which some had grown up in the 1950s and 1960s, and the old perception of rural France as backward ('savages') now transferred itself onto the industrial worker. Class, gender and generation all contributed to this stereotype of the Moulinex worker as the product of another age, a figure out of synch with history.
The tendency to portray Moulinex workers as stuck in the past also expressed itself in an analogy between the loss of work and bereavement. In the wake of the closures, redeployment units were set up on the former factory sites to support people in finding work, but some advisers in these units caused disquiet among their clients by suggesting that Moulinex workers were too attached to their former company and that this was an obstacle to their redeployment. Those who had lost their jobs were exhorted to stop grieving and move on. 41 In a context where some had spent decades at Moulinex, this advice provoked the ire of trade-union representative, Maguy Lalizel. What she objected to was not just the advisers' apparent impatience or failure to recognize the profound social rupture that came with the factory closures, but the assumptions implicit in the language of bereavement: 'the business didn't die', she told me; rather Moulinex was 'killed off', in her view, by a political decision to favour rival company, SEB. 42 In other words, she contested the implication that the loss of industry was a natural process which one must simply accept as part of the cycle of life.
A similar rhetoric was apparent in public statements made by certain politicians concerned with the Moulinex case. In Alenc¸on in particular, where Moulinex was by far the biggest private employer, the closure of 'the mother-factory' seemed to mark the end of an era and ex-Moulinex employees still reproach the town's former mayor, Alain Lambert, for urging the population to 'turn the page'. 43 As Mayor and then leader of the Greater Alenc¸on Urban Community, Lambert's primary preoccupation in the immediate aftermath of the closure was the economic regeneration of the area. Launching 'Operation Phoenix', which aimed to create a thousand jobs in a thousand days, he spoke in January 2002 of the danger of being 'consumed by grief', seeing this as a form of paralysis. 44 Looking back in 2005, he explained: 'I was convinced at the very moment I heard the verdict [that Moulinex would close], that we had to courageously turn this glorious page in our history and roll up our sleeves to write a new one'. 45 As he reiterated to me in June 2013, he saw a stark choice between remaining in the past and being part of the future. Equating grief and nostalgia, he identified both as obstacles to progress: 'one cannot build a new relationship [histoire] if one is nostalgic for the previous one'. 46 It was true, of course, that dealing with redundancy was an emotional process and that economic circumstances had changed significantly since most of the Moulinex workers had entered the company two or three decades previously. My argument here is not about whether 'times had changed' or whether this created a need for adaptation (in the form of retraining, for example) but about the disqualificatory implications of certain ways of conceptualizing change. The stark polarization of past and future, and the insistence that entry into the latter was dependent on a radical rupture with the former, offered a choice between being consigned to the past or disavowing it. One of the characteristics of this mapping of socio-economic change as an inevitable forward movement is that the present tends to disappear: the collapse of Moulinex is taken to exemplify a historical process of deindustrialization and yet, even as it is happening, the death of the old order is understood as something already complete. At the same time, being in the present -being of one's time -is figured as requiring a leap into the future. Yet how is the future imagined here, if not as a version of the present?
As Krishan Kumar commented in 1978 with reference to the wave of futurology that coincided with the proclamation of the post-industrial age, such constructions of historical time serve in fact to 'close off the future' by imagining it as 'a bigger, better, more efficient version of the present'. 47 The particular variant of this logic that was apparent in the Moulinex case can perhaps best be described as neo-liberal time, not least in the sense that what is invoked in the examples above is the imperative of the Market. Living in the present and conforming to the demands of the neo-liberal economy were seen as the same thing; any other position could be pathologized as nostalgia or as grief-stricken immobilism.
AN ALTERNATIVE PRESENT
In everyday parlance, in scholarly warnings against smokestack nostalgia, and in the claims made in the wake of the Moulinex closures, nostalgia is assumed to be an inherently backward-looking sentiment. Hence, the politics of nostalgia tend to be seen as regressive. Yet, as Peter Fritzsche has argued in relation to post-revolutionary constructions of the past in nineteenth-century Europe, what the dismissal of such visions as backward or unmodern overlooks is the extent to which nostalgia is itself a kind of underside of modernity, predicated on a sense that the present is in discontinuity with the past. In expressing the 'culture of victims' of such discontinuities, nostalgia is not simply an irrational attempt to turn the clock back, Fritzsche argues, but raises 'the spectre of alternative modernities'. 48 Or as Boym puts it, nostalgia also has the capacity to look 'sideways'. 49 Implicit in the idea that the past might hold the seeds of 'alternative modernities' is the proposition that historical change cannot necessarily be equated with progress. When the term nostalgia is used dismissively, this proposition is denied and all forms of nostalgia are reduced to the kind of impossible 'return' enacted by Boym's German visitors to Kaliningrad: nostalgia is dismissed as a doomed attempt to 'live in the past', or to exist out of time. Yet one could also see nostalgia as a challenge to the conception of historical time on which such a rebuke rests. When ex-Moulinex workers speak about the deterioration of their working conditions, for example, they refuse to equate managerial change with progress or 'modernization' (to use the term that most routinely expresses this equation).
Like the language of 'modernization', the official representations which framed the loss of Moulinex as a bereavement and as part of an inevitable historical movement away from an old economy served to entrench a depoliticized account of the process of deindustrialization. Allusions to bereavement are by no means absent from the workers' own narratives -Mme Rouvrais's story is not the only one where the loss of Moulinex is doubled by a narrative of the loss of family members. 50 But in 2001, Moulinex workers were not simply grief-stricken; they were mobilized -or many of them were -in what they saw as a struggle for justice. What Monsieur Lambert presented as an expression of grief (and hence paralysis), was also a manifestation of social conflict. By the time Moulinex went bust, workers had already been engaged in a wave of demonstrations and occupations which had begun when a restructuring plan that would close three factories was announced in April 2001. The mobilization continued once the company went into the hands of the receivers, as proposals from new investors were examined and the unions called for government aid to support a rescue plan. These protests continued well into November when redundancy notices were finally received. But one of the remarkable features of the Moulinex case has been the ability of the ex-Moulinex workers to remain organized, albeit in a rather different form, long after their factories closed. The workplace structures of trade-union representation have been replaced by associations led by ex-union delegates. Similar associations have emerged in a number of factory-closure situations in France and although the profile and activities of these groups varies, they can be seen as part of new wave of activism by the unemployed that has emerged since the 1990s. 51 Among other activities, the Moulinex associations have been instrumental in organizing a series of legal actions challenging failures in the application of their redundancy settlement and seeking compensation payments. These proceedings kept the fate of ex-Moulinex workers in the public eye and bolstered membership of their associations.
Representatives of the Moulinex associations were also vociferous in supporting a criminal investigation into suspected financial irregularities at the company in the period leading up to its collapse. This investigation began in November 2003 and in the following year the last two Managing Directors of Moulinex, Pierre Blayau and Patrick Puy were charged with offences relating to suspected illicit movements of funds and false accounting. The fact that Pierre Blayau had left the company in 2000 with a payment of over two million euros to compensate him for a no-competition clause (preventing him from continuing to work in the domestic-appliance sector) added extra piquancy to the affair. As the years went on and the criminal investigation appeared to have stalled, the Caen association, Apic Mx, responded by collaborating with campaigning journalists in an effort to keep the story on the public agenda. In 2010 the association's leaders, along with journalists from radio programme La`-bas si j'y suis, publicly confronted Jean-Charles Naouri -who since selling his interest in Moulinex had become Managing Director of the Casino supermarket group. In a typically media-savvy protest, these representatives of the ex-Moulinex workers obtained shares in the Casino group and ambushed Naouri with questions from the floor at the company's Annual General Meeting. The ensuing interaction about the circumstances of Moulinex's collapse was broadcast on the popular national radio station France Inter.
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At Apic Mx, which is affiliated to the Mouvement national des choˆmeurs et pre´caires (MNCP, National Movement of Unemployed and Precarious Workers), such legal and media actions are seen not just as a means of defending the economic interests of those who lost their jobs at Moulinex but as part of a struggle against the stigmatization of working-class people and the unemployed. In January 2011, when it was announced that the criminal case against the last Managing Director of Moulinex, Patrick Puy, would proceed to trial, Maguy Lalizel, the President of Apic Mx, welcomed the decision in terms that made this link explicit. Describing the 'sense of injustice' that underpinned the movement she said:
For a long time people made out that the women of Moulinex were uneducated and untrained women. That's not true. Because the majority of Moulinex women had done a CAP-AFPI [a vocational qualification similar to a City and Guilds Certificate] . . . . So it was also about striking a blow against those received ideas.
Asked whether it was easy to keep people mobilized, she replied:
Yes. It's easy because you need to have objectives. The objectives were the criminal case, proving to the world and particularly, to all the people who said Moulinex was killed by globalization. We knew it wasn't true. That was our first fight. 53 In other words, the struggle for justice, as the association saw it, was also a struggle against an interpretation of the collapse of Moulinex which framed the event as the inevitable result of impersonal historical forces and positioned those most affected by it as part of the past.
In the end, the criminal case against Patrick Puy never came to court. This and the other investigations against Moulinex executives ended in a ruling of no case to answer. Nonetheless, on 26 January 2012, the Cour de Cassation (the highest court in civil matters) ruled that the Moulinex workers had been made redundant 'without real and serious cause' and were entitled to compensation. What matters for our present purposes, however, is not who was to blame for the company's collapse. The point is that the legal and media campaigns of the ex-Moulinex workers illustrate the extent to which the closure of Moulinex gave rise not just to grief, but to a wave of post-work activism. Even if the scale and significance of the job losses had emotional as well as economic consequences, it is still difficult to characterize the response as one of collective paralysis. The psychologization of the event, and its construction as the movement-of-history-in-action, work either to deny this conflict or to position it as a kind of social pathology. Recovering the conflict is also important if we are to understand what was at stake when historians started asking ex-Moulinex workers to tell their stories in 2010-11.
One thing that has been apparent to me as I have attended the meetings of Apic Mx, and which has been reinforced as I have visited the Association Moulinex Jean Mantelet in Alenc¸on, is the interplay between the individual interview narratives and a collective practice of story-telling in the associations. 54 Not surprisingly, reminiscing is part of what members of these associations do when they get together for meetings. Indeed, at Apic Mx the content of the weekly general meeting is often slender, consisting essentially of brief updates from the members of the Executive Committee about ongoing projects. While at times there has been little to report, this fixture in the diary has fostered a habit of meeting up regularly with former colleagues. My presence on these occasions may well have encouraged reminiscing but it certainly was not limited to conversations in which I participated. One of the most common refrains I overheard among the women as they gathered to chat before and after the meeting was one that recurs in the interviews: 'but there was good atmosphere'. The 'but' here -or the phrase 'quand meˆme' in French, literally translated as even so, but used more liberally than its English equivalent -serves as a reminder that nostalgia was always qualified and circumscribed for these women. Witnessing these conversations drew my attention to the fact that while my own interviews and most of the Alenc¸on interviews were individual, the practice of talking -and laughing -about a time when there was a good atmosphere at work was also a collective one. Conversations on these occasions range widely and the atmosphere is anything but maudlin. When 'the girls', as the Moulinex women often refer to themselves, get together and end up talking about the 'old days', they clearly use the past to reaffirm their solidarity in the present (a solidarity which, through the association's links with MNCP, extends beyond the simple defence of the interests of Moulinex workers). To this extent, a certain kind of nostalgia could be said to have played a part in the construction of the new form of social activism embodied by the exworkers' associations. Svetlana Boym has described nostalgia as 'a rebellion against the modern idea of time, the time of history and progress'. 55 I have suggested here that in the context of deindustrialization, nostalgia for industry can be seen, at least in some cases, as a rebellion against a particular manifestation of this idea of time, which I have called neo-liberal time. One of the characteristics of this neo-liberal view is a construction of historical time which recasts ideological differences and social conflict as temporal lag. This linear conception of historical time, allows for movement in only two directions -forward or back -as though the path of history were drawn in advance and all that remained for people to do were to choose their camp. Yet everything we know about lived time -about the kinds of things that people actually do with their pasts -surely shows that the rhetoric of total rupture is nonsensical. Women's stories about the good times at Moulinex serve to denounce the effects of post-Fordist management practices that remain very much part of the contemporary work environment. They not only reassert the value of solidarity in the face of a narrative which gives it no place in the present, but mobilize their shared past in the invention of new forms of organization and action. In constructing a useable past, these women highlight and reject the fallacy that there is only one way of living in the present. 
